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Y c n get the n 5 m n t s.
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Don’t
Quest on tags
isn’t it?
is it not?
doesn’t she?
She plays well,
does she not?
haven’t you?
You’ve done your homework,
have you not?
No contractions
(more formal)
"You can speak French, can’t you?"
"You will do your homework, won't you?"
"You don’t have problems, do you?"
"She’s happy, isn’t she?"
"You have a son, don’t you?"
"You are happy, aren’t you?"
"She is happy, isn’t she?"
"She is not happy, is she?"
"He eats chocolate, doesn’t he?"
"He doesn’t eat chocolate, does he?"
It’s good,

D ck

CONDITIONALS

"If you heat

type 0
(always true)
water to 100˚C,

it boils."

type 1
(possible and likely)
"If I find

your passport,

I'll post it to you."

type 2
(unlikely and imaginary)
"If I knew

his number,

(continuous)
"If he had been

type 3
(Unreal in the past)
in his office,

I would ring him"

I would have seen him."

≈Type1 If it snows this week, the match on Saturday could/might/will be cancelled.
If the if clause comes after the main clause =no comma.
Needn’t vs don't need to
Needn't have and didn't need to
Both these forms are used to talk about past events, but there is sometimes
a difference in use. When we say that someone needn't have done
something, it means that they did it, but it was not necessary. Didn't need
to is also sometimes used in this way:
You needn't have washed the dishes. I would've put them in the dishwasher.
You didn't need to wash the dishes. I would've put them in the dishwasher.
I didn't need to prepare all that food. They phoned to say they wouldn't be coming.
I needn't have prepared all that food. They phoned to say they wouldn't be coming.
But we also use didn't need to to say that something was not necessary
under circumstances where it was not done:
The sun came out so we didn't need to take any rainwear on the trip.
We had plenty of petrol in the tank so I didn't need to fill up.
We didn't need to wait for long for them. They arrived just after us.
Needn't and don't need to
There is also a difference in use when these verbs are used to describe
present situations. We can use both needn't and don't need to to give
permission to someone not to do something in the immediate future. We can
also use need as a noun here:
You don't need to water the garden this evening. It's going to rain tonight.
You needn't water the garden this evening. It's going to rain tonight.
There's no need to water the garden this evening. It's going to rain tonight.
You don't need to shout. It's a good line. I can hear you perfectly.

You needn't shout. It's a good line. I can hear you perfectly.
There's no need to shout. It's a good line. I can hear you perfectly.
However, when we are talking about general necessity, we normally use
don't need to:
You don't need to pay for medical care in National Health Service hospitals.
You don't need to be rich to get into this golf club. You just need a
handicap.
Need
Note from the above examples that need can either act as a modal verb or
as an ordinary verb. When it acts as a modal auxiliary verb it is nearly
always used in negative sentences, as the above examples illustrate,
although it is sometimes also used in questions as a modal verb:
Need you leave straightaway? Can't you stay longer?
Need I say more? I would like you to stay.
a. no necesitar
You needn't deal with it yet if you don't feel up to it.No necesitas ocuparte de eso por
ahora si no te sientes con ánimo para hacerlo.
b. no tener que
They needn't come in person if it's not convenient.No tienen que venir en persona si no
es conveniente.
c. no hacer falta que
Tell my parents they needn't worry.Dile a mis padres que no hace falta que se
preocupen.
d. no tener por qué
You got a scholarship? - You needn't be so surprised!¿Te dieron una beca? - ¡No tienes
por qué sorprenderte tanto!
tt
Christopher Col mbus colon
Col n
Col n: lists

A colon means "that is to say" or "here's what I mean."
1a. Use a colon to introduce an item or a series of items. Do not capitalize the first item
after the colon (unless it's a proper noun).
"You know what to do: practice."
"You may be required to bring many things: sleeping bags, pans, utensils, and warm
clothing."
"I need an assistant who can do the following: input data, write reports, and complete tax
forms."
2. No colon after a verb or preposition. I want: butter, sugar, and flour.
Recommended: I want butter, sugar, and flour.
I've seen the greats, including: Barrymore, Guinness, and Streep.
Recommended: I've seen the greats, including Barrymore, Guinness, and Streep.
3. When listing items one by one, one per line, following a colon, capitalization and

ending punctuation are optional when using single words or phrases.
Examples:
I want an assistant who can do the following:
• input data
• write reports
• complete tax forms
The following are requested:
Wool sweaters for possible cold weather.
Wet suits for snorkeling.
Introductions to the local dignitaries.
These are the pool rules:
Do not run.
If you see unsafe behavior, report it to the lifeguard.
Did you remember your towel?
4.Have fun!
Semicolon ;
The semicolon or semi colon is a punctuation mark that separates major sentence
elements. A semicolon can be used between two closely related independent clauses,
provided they are not already joined by a coordinating conjunction. When you want to
show that 2 sentences are connected.
I have a big test tomorrow; I can't go out tonight. that sentence is separated by
a semicolon and could be sentences on their own if you put a period between them
instead: I have a big test tomorrow.
Puntuation: Dash (-)
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Question: Have a good weekend!
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